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Edited Interview with Bill (Liam) Kavanagh in Artane (11/4/2003) 
Mairtfn Mac Con Iomaire (MM) Bill Kavanagh (BK) 
1. MM: Basically what I'm looking for first is that we start off with yourself and with your age, 
the year you were born and how you got into becoming a chef and why - just your own story. 
2. BK: Well you just want it from start, as I entered Catha! Brugha Street or before that. 
3. MM: Where were you born? 
4. BK: I was born originally on North Wall. I consider myself like from the south-side, up by 
South Circular Road, Kilmainham. My mother died when I was a young child, three year old and 
for some years then I was basicaliy reared by my father, and then my father married a second time. 
At an early age he always thought I was pretty handy at being able to help out with making say a 
breakfast for him or start to cook a meal or something like that. He thought at that time that I'd 
make a good chef So years passed anyway and I went to the Christian Brothers, educated by 
them and then I did an examination for the College of Catering otherwise then known as the 
Domestic College of Science in Catha! Brugha Street. So at the time it was referred to what they 
call a corporation scholarship at that time. It was a written examination and I got that and I was 
called and twelve of us were selected. So we started in Catha! Brugha Street in the year 1942. A 
year after Catha! Brugha Street was opened and I spent one full year in Catha! Brugha Street and 
the industry at that particular time during the war was very short of catering staff. My fust job 
after I completed the year in Catha! Brugha Street, I did a few exams there, you know in my class 
and I did very well. 
5. MM: Who did you have in Catha! Brugha Street when you went there in the beginning or do 
you remember? 
6. BK: A woman by the name of Ms. Keady and her father I heard he was the principal of 
Ballsbridge Technical. Ms. Keady was her name. She was a lovely woman. 
7. MM: Her background would have been in domestic science? 
8. BK: That' s right. It would have been the school really and she got a teaching job. They were 
nearly dressed as nurses then. They had this deep blue dress, lovely, lovely. Like a nurse. 
Spotlessly clean and that you know. And Ms. O'Sullivan was the principal. She was very strict. 
You know young chefs weren't allowed to use the front stairs in case we were looking up the girls 
dresses (laugh). Just a point you know (laugh) . We weren't allowed to be on the front stairs in 
case we were looking up the skirts (laugh). 
9. MM: So the girls went up the front and you went up around the side stairs. 
10. BK: You when you think of it, it's funny. There were no tights then. 
I started up my career outside the College of Catering in the Grand Hotel in Greystones. I worked 
long days there from 7 a.m. to close to 9 o'clock at night with about two hours break. I worked 
seventy-seven hours a week for a period of say a number of weeks and I then thought it was too 
long, too hard and I got a job then in the Central Hotel, at that time a very good commercial hotel 
in Dublin at that time. So I spent about fifteen months there and from that then I went to the 
Dolphin Hotel. That hotel is in Essex Street. 
II. MM: That's right. 
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12. BK: It was very well noted for its steak and good wholesome cooking. We catered a terrible 
lot for the racing crowd and it was a very popular place for dining. Good wholesome, very good 
class, good cooking there, not of a fashionable side but good wholesome stuff and it was 
principally noted for its steaks. The steaks were cooked in the grill-room on an open fire by a chef 
that went down there and it was noted very much for its steaks. We used to do all our own 
butchery at that time, cut the steaks and organise everything. I'll give you an idea, some days 
we'd get in for steaks alone, eighteen steak pieces on one lot and then so many sirloins, fillets and 
that. It would be nothing for us to cut forty or fifty fillets sometimes a day you know. But 
however, anyway in the kitchen line of that hotel we always had a very famous soup, was know 
now was very popular called 'Hare Soup', it was very popular and we made the other natural fresh 
soups like Scotch Broth, Mutton Broth, Mushroom and Oxtail Soup. The range at that time was a 
very open range, two big fires on each side with four ovens and that's where we did all our 
cooking, roast beef. 
13. MM: Was it gas? 
14. BK: No it wasn't gas. It was coal. So we had to shovel all the coal ourselves and keep our 
fires going. But on the other side of this particular kitchen there was a gas, gas fires and these gas 
fires used to keep the fryers hot and they were open fryers, there was no thermostat. You 
controlled it yourself accordingly as you feel the heat. We always had a policy that we'd always 
have a few heavy sacks nearby just in case one of the fryers used to go up on fire. All our fats 
were really rendered down from beef fat. We didn't use any oil, it was all beef fat right through. 
15. MM: And did you render that down yourself? 
16. BK: We rendered everything down. Everything. We made all our own stocks. We never 
bought a packet of stuff. There was no such thing as packets at that time. We cooked all fresh 
vegetables. We had ladies looking after the potatoes, preparing potatoes for the business. We 
bought in nothing in packets, everything was fresh coming in. After I moved from the Dolphin I 
started . .. .. 
17. MM: How many would be working in the Dolphin? Just while we're on the Dolphin, how 
many would be in the brigade there? 
18. BK: In the brigade at that particular time there was about I'd say about six chefs, about four 
commis. And then we had two ladies, one doing desserts and the other lady doing the vegetables. 
That was the brigade usually. A friend of mine who managed was a commis with me at that 
particular time, was Willie Opperman. And he and I were commis in the Dolphin together. 
Always working together and he became the General Manager of Jury' s at one time. I don't know 
whether he's still alive or not. Somebody told me Willie's dead that I worked with. Willie was 
nice to work with you know. I worked with Willie Widmer you know. Willie Widmer did you 
ever hear of him? (note. Bill Kavanagh must have worked with Willie Widmer in Jury's College 
Green in the late 1960s between periods in the Intercontinental and the Royal Marine Hotel) 
19. MM: No, I've heard his name all right. 
20. BK: Oh, I must say he' s the greatest. A very good chef, very good chef, good cook, very 
good cook. He makes the best pates I've ever seen in my life. 
21. MM: Willie Widmer. 
22. BK: And he still has his pate business. I want to say that. He's has a place there off the North 
Strand. Down that road there. I have his . . .. he makes the best pates I've ever come across. Top 
quality. He still does it. 
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I left the Dolphin Hotel and I went then over to the Shelbourne Hotel. I stayed close to two years 
in the Shelbourne Hotel working with Maurice O'Looney as a sauce cook, on an open range, a 
fired range, made all our own consommes, our own stocks and everything. I also worked in the 
pastry house with Willie Marshall who I considered a great pastry man. 
23 . MM: Were the pastry ovens fired by coals as well? 
24. BK: It was fired by gas. The pastry house in the Shelbourne at that particular time was really 
a room in itself. It was a closed area in itself. We made our own ice-cream. We did all afternoon 
teacakes, sponges and everything. We did buy in some cakes from Bewleys- Afternoon Tea- to 
help us out because afternoon teas were so popular at that time in the Shelbourne Hotel where 
these grand ladies and gents used to come in for afternoon teas. 
25. MM: And with the ice-cream was it hand cranked? 
26. BK: No not hand cranked. It was machine. 
27. MM: Oh it was machine. 
28. BK: Just a little thought. At that particular time it was during the world war years. No, it was 
just after the war years but we found it very hard at one time to get this particular ice-cream 
powder that we used to buy in which was known as 'Quix'. It was an ice-cream powder. We used 
to mix it then with milk and leave it to stand until it started to thicken up itself and then we'd turn 
on the ice-cream machine and make our own ice-cream. From that Quix we used to make many 
different types of ice-cream, you know Casattas and so forth like that. We used to make bombes 
and that you know from that particular ice-cream, just different flavours to it you know. 
29. MM: Would you have made any of the ice-creams based on a creme anglaise or would it all 
have been based on the Quix mix? 
30. BK: The Quix mix. The only thing we did was that when we couldn't get the Quix and we 
had a recipe ourselves. This man used to put a recipe together and we made our own ice-cream 
not even using eggs. What we did is we used to get custard powder. We made a very thick 
custard and into that custard we put vanilla essence with sugar and we allowed it to go dead cold 
overnight. We'd take the top layer off it because a slight skin would form and we would tum on 
the ice-cream machine and that would give us ice-cream. That was a quick and easy method 
because it was the only thing available to us at that time. I spent some time also on the sauce 
corner in the Shelboume with Maurice O'Looney. He was a nice man to work with and that but of 
course it was all open range work. We made all our own consommes, soups, everything was 
fresh. 
31 . MM: Were the kitchens very hot back then? 
32. BK: Ranges were very, very hot. The only kitchen that really proved good to ventilation was 
the Shelbourne Hotel kitchen at that time. But still naturally all our fryers and that were all open 
fryers. We kind of used oval shaped fryers. We rendered all our own fat, everybody, every place 
rendered there own fat from beef fat to maybe some lamb. Mostly beef because beef is first class 
fat. After spending some time on the sauce then I moved into the pastry with Willie Marshall 
which I enjoyed. 
33 . MM: While we're at those years I'm thinking about the war and shortages and stuff, rationing 
and that. How was your experience during the war years? 
34. BK: During the war years I experienced that we didn't have, we only got a small supply of 
coal and we fed our fires on logs and turf. They were the two available sources of fuel that we 
could help ourselves out with insofar as sometimes when I think back used to laugh even as a 
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young commis chef we used to have to go out sometimes to chop our own logs to keep the fires 
going. (Laugh) . On those naturally you had to supply the ovens with heat. So we had to have 
roast beef, roast lamb, roast pork and that was cooked in the ovens. 
35. MM: But there was no problem with a supply of beef or vegetables or any of that. 
36. BK: No problems, the quality of Irish beef was beautiful. It had unique taste the Irish beefs 
which has declined over years now. It hasn't got the same quality. Later I'll tell you my reasons 
for saying that. I then, after spending those years in the Shelboume Hotel I was, the panel, not the 
panel, there was a grouping of chefs, chefs, leading chefs in the city were called together and they 
were opening up international... like what should I say, Irish being exchanged with French or 
Swiss. An exchange started up. At that particular time there was a recommendation that a 
commis would go away, particularly commis and the two selected commis at that particular time 
was myself (Bill Kavanagh) and Willie Ryan. So there was some hitch in the diplomatic side of 
things that we didn't make it. Eventually we went into the Savoy London, into the Cafe 
Parisienne otherwise known as the grill kitchen in the Savoy. That was in 1948-1949. Under the 
chef called Monsieur Alb on. This Monsieur Albon was the assistant chef to the great Escoffier. 
In this particular kitchen it was an eye opener for me because it contained the head chef himself, 
his private secretary, three sous chefs, two kitchen clerks. On every comer there was a leading 
chef, the chef de partie and from that came the first, second, third, fourth commis. They had a 
complete range in this kitchen of every comer including fourteen, I'll give you an idea of this 
great kitchen which I thought was absolutely a marvellous kitchen, which it was. There was 
fourteen in the larder, ten in the pastry, nine on the sauce, four on the hot fish, four on the hot 
roast, three on the hot soup, nine on the vegetables in this particular kitchen. They had their own 
private water supply and they kept a lot of storage down in the depth of the hotel, in cold storage, 
not frozen but in cold storage because at that particular time freezers weren't much available. So 
I spent about a year-and-a-half in the Savoy under Albon, a hard chef but a very good chef. When 
my time then was really spent at night, I really didn't go anywhere because I was always on duty 
at night start at say around 10.30 or 11 in the morning but then I finished at 10.30 or 11 o'clock at 
night. That's the way it worked. We did the lunch, we came back about 5.30 and continued 
working until say 11 at night and the only thing I could do was go home and sleep. 
37. MM: What section did you work on there mostly in the Savoy? 
38. BK: I worked on the vegetables and the soups and I worked sometimes on the fish and 
sometime on the sauce. Like I worked on everything, a little on the roast but the vegetables, the 
soup, the sauce and the fish, the hot fish, I didn't do much on the larder you know. I wasn't really 
interested in the hot side of the stuff 
39. MM: How many would they be feeding in the Savoy? How many covers would they be doing? 
40. BK: They would be doing anything up to 240. A good night would be like 240. One good 
thing about it when they had avery, very large hotplate nothing in the way. There was nothing in 
the kitchen but it was all silver. The only thing that was put on a plate was a fried egg in the 
morning for breakfast. 
41. MM: Everything was silver service. 
42. BK: Everything was silver service, everything from cocottes to silver service, nothing more, 
everything even to the soups they had these little dishes, they used to called them in French 
Dublafont meaning double font. The base was for water, hot water and then there was the 
container that you put your vegetables into and on occasion you'd put a lid on it. A very spotless 
clean kitchen, extremely well organised, very, very well organised, I mean at that time and that 
was just say after the war. Supplies in the Savoy Hotel at that particular time was very dubious at 
times to, because they were only getting on their feet. But we still used all fresh vegetables, and 
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all stuff that was available fresh but it was very hard in some supplies, where meat was concerned 
and so forth like that. 
43 . MM: And was there any times you'd have to do, where you'd have to sort of improvise or try 
to dress something up as something else or whatever, if things didn't come in? 
44. BK: We improvised sometimes with a line of chicken. We dressed up chickens many ways 
and one customer said he wasn't getting chicken he was getting rabbit. And like there was a bit of 
controversy at that particular time (laugh), but you know when rabbit is cooked it's very, very hard 
to put that between chicken. They're of the same colour. We used to use a lot of young, baby 
chickens called pousain We used to use chicken en-coccotte. You know pousain en-coccotte 
casserole. And then we used to use sweetbreads, which was also very, very good at that time. We 
used liver, we used bacon, boiled bacon. They didn't use much cabbage. The one great thing 
about the Savoy is the boilers where the vegetables used to be cooked in were copper. Complete 
copper inside and outside. They were always spotlessly clean. We worked on gas in the Savoy 
although we had a spare range in· the corner in case the gas broke down which was an oil range, 
which worked on oil. We never used it but it was there in case of emergency. The kitchen was 
quite large but extremely very well organised and we used to a ... I well remember learning this 
then at that time that when we'd cool off soups or sauces or anything else we were always raising 
them up on a wooden block that was like a trestle so that the film of air would get through them at 
night and they were always near windows where they got the cold breeze coming in. Each corner 
had its own fridge that was away slightly from the kitchen so that they could bring down supplies 
but the main supply of any type of a like of steaks, you know chicken at certain amount of 
portions, and every time a portion of chicken came into the kitchen it was checked, checked to the 
point that it was put down on a sheet of paper as I think the amount of numbers that came through. 
At the end of service, each time, they had to match the docket. There was only one inconvenience 
in the kitchen that I noticed was when the waiters were carrying the dishes up the stairs they had 
go up about twenty steps to get up to the room, to the dining room. That was a very hard tough 
job. Well at that time there were commis waiters. They carried it up for the waiters. 
45. MM: So the kitchen was in the basement? 
46. BK: No the kitchen wasn't in the basement. Basically it was on the ground floor. 
47. MM: But the dining room was up an elevator shaft. 
48. BK: Yeah. But you had small lifts to send stuff up to the rooms and things like that. 
49. MM: Was there a difference there, I'm just thinking, I think I read something about the Savoy 
at that time or the grill rooms as in there was a formal dining room which did you have to dress up 
to go into the formal dining room? Were the grill rooms different? I'd read something that when 
the Americans came over so they weren't used to maybe dressing in formal attire for dinner and 
that they were able to go into the grill room with a normal shirt and tie whereas the formal dining 
rooms you'd nearly be used to wear tuxedos. 
50. BK: That's true yeah. And incidentally that was in the Shelbourne Hotel, you had to dress for 
dinner. The ladies dressed for dinner. In my time when I was in the Shelbourne the gentlemen 
also dressed for dinner. 
51. MM: Who were the customers back then, say in the Shelbourne? . . . 
52. BK: They were basically kind of English gentry or the end of an English era really and up and 
coming Irish gentry also that used to come in to the Shelbourne that time, the Shelbourne Hotel 
because it always kept... Shelbourne even up to the present day has always kept that image to 
himself and I believe that since Forte took it over it changed a lot of its ways. 
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53. MM: The average man would never have gone out for dinner in the Shelboume? 
54. BK: No, no it was a laughable point. I'll give you a laughable point. We used to have every 
lunchtime in the Shelboume Hotel was always a buffet set-up you know. We used to have 
galantines and you know pates and things and I happened to be on the buffet table this day and I 
carved the ham, the beef, the pork, whatever the customer needed. But these couples used to come 
up and right in front of me they was a big passageway leading to the foyer of the hotel and this 
lady and gentlemen were coming out and didn't her panties fall down onto the floor. And at that 
moment wasn't her husband just a step ahead of her and she just casually stepped out of them and 
put them in her handbag (laugh) and I couldn't but help laugh to myself (laughter). And the 
husband never even noticed you know (laugh). 
But anyway after that I left the Savoy Hotel and there were three second chefs and when the 
service was on the three second chefs were on the bone. We had a relief sous chef who would be 
the sauce cook and he would go onto the hot plate if the other chefs were off, you know if the 
second chefs were off and during that time the chef wouldn't really call out orders himself. He 
would stand back and watch thoroughly, just pick up the lid of one of the silver dishes and just 
check it out to see if it was all right you know. He spoke French all the time. He never spoke any 
English. French all the time. 
55. MM: What was the language in the Shelboume? English? 
56. BK: English in the kitchen although they started English menus coupled with some French 
explanations like for instance if it was a particular garnish on a dish they would name that garnish 
and that really came from the Repertoire de Ia Cuisine otherwise known as the cooking repertoire. 
That's where to me the cooking repertoire was my bible. That I carried around everywhere with 
me because I believed it was a good book that gave me the basics of anything you know. They 
could elaborate in other books but this gave you the real basics of good professional cooking 
because Saulnier when he wrote the book got the recipes from all the leading chefs all over the 
world and that's how the Repertoire de Ia Cuisine was put together. 
57. MM: There was a repertoire from a guy in the Gresham. A guy in the Gresham wrote a 
repertoire as well didn't he? 
58. BK: I don't have the book but I gave it to a friend, not mentioning the parties name, and he 
never returned it to me. A Chefs Companion. 
59. MM: Yeah, (Karl) Uhlemann. 
60. BK: Uhlemann. I worked under Uhlemann, with Uhlemann. 
61. MM: We'll come to that eventually. We'll keep it in sequence . . .. 
62. BK: That's the sequence. After I left, I enjoyed my years in the Savoy, you know and I was 
told when I was leaving the Savoy that the Savoy had an exceptionally good name, which it had 
and I could go anywhere with the Savoy Hotel reference behind me, although it was hard work but 
you carried a reference. So I did get my reference from Alb on, the diva himself, and I ended up as 
a first commis tournant which was known as the frrst commis relief, you know I went around the 
comers when they needed a relief. We both left together, myself and Bill Ryan. We came back to 
Dublin and I went back to the Central Hotel where I was previously a comrnis and I became the 
second chef there. The man who worked with me in the Central Hotel was Armand Hoffman who 
was the second chef ofJammet's Restaurant. 
63. MM: Was he known as Babbie? 
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64. BK: Babbie, that's right. He was a brilliant sauce cook, brilliant. Not alone was he a brilliant 
sauce cook, he was a brilliant chef. He was great with food, used food extremely well. A pleasure 
to work with him. 
65 . MM: Where was he from? 
66. BK: He was from the French/German border. 
67. MM: Alsace Lorraine or around that area. 
68. BK: That's right. That's where he came from Alsace Lorraine. That is exactly where he did 
come from. So he married an Irish girl and they had nine children, two of his boys I believe 
became chefs. One of the young lads worked with me in the same hotel under the father. He had 
the flair like the father really. He was a young boy, about fifteen or sixteen at that time. But the 
father was an exceptionally good che£ He spent some time in the Central Hotel coming from 
Jammet's Restaurant which he was there in Jammet's for about, oh I think he was close to fifteen, 
sixteen, seventeen or eighteen years in Jarnmet' s. Now Jammet's as that time was considered the 
one of the best of twenty restaurants in Europe. The cooking was marvellous coming from 
Jammet's and it was the in place to dine by all the diplomacy, the diplomatic corps, 'whose who' 
wanted to dine in Jammet's Restaurant. A teacher in Catha) Brugha Street, two of them worked in 
Jammet's. That was Paddy Dunne, PJ, he spent many years in Jarnmet' s and then there was Mick 
Ganly, he also worked there, Lord have mercy on the souls. I worked with Mick Ganly before he 
became a teacher. The two of us worked together in the Central Hotel in Dublin, the two of us 
together. Mick was always a straight forward, straight, as honest as the day is long. Very honest 
man to work with, nice fellow to work with. But getting back to Armand Hoffinan. Armand 
Hoffinan left I believe. He went to England for a job and soon after he'd gone to England I think 
he ended up in Bournemouth or Portsmouth or like that and he became a teacher in one of the 
schools. He was so good you know. 
69. I spent about a year-and-a-half in the Central as a second chef and then I headed off for a .... I 
joined Cunard Lines, the shipping lines . My first ship was the Queen Mary. I spent six months in 
the first class kitchen in the Queen Mary. 
70. MM: Was the Queen Mary on the go for a while before you joined? 
71. BK: Oh yes it was years old, it came out before the war I believe, the Queen Mary. It was a 
well organised kitchen, long hours, extremely long hours. Quarter past six in the morning, you got 
a break for an hour in the morning and then you got another break for about an I ~-2 hours in the 
afternoon which you finished your work about 9 p.m. or 9.30 p.m. That's while you were at sea. 
72. MM: Where was it sailing from Portsmouth or Southampton or? 
73 . BK: From Southampton to New York and we called the Cherbourg in France. Sometimes at 
Cherbourg and sometime in Le Harve So I spent six months on the Queen Mary in a first class 
kitchen. 
74. MM: You would have seen an awful lot there. 
75. BK: I did yeah. I met a lot of well known people but I didn't see them because we were 
completely separated from the passengers, and we weren' t allowed to engage in any type of 
frivolous activities at all. It was basically to work, that was our job. 
76. MM: Who would be sailing on the Cunard those days? 
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77. BK: Well you'd have first class, second class and third class. You'd have film stars and 
diplomats and that. This is before aerial travel came, it was really the in-place to travel. Cunard 
were the in-line, shipping lines at that time. 
78. MM: But I believe there was an awful lot like ice carvings and socles and all this. The ice 
carvings were fabulous weren't they? 
79. BK: That' s true. Ice carvings. Some chefs were noted for their ice carvings and they would 
do the ice carving. I must say that Bill Ryan was good at ice carving. I was more in the hot 
kitchen I must admit. But he could ice carve and .... 
80. MM: And did Bill come with you? 
81. BK: Yes. When he was asked to go on the SS Coronia. They were doing the world cruise. 
He said he was doing the world cruise and I said if your going, I'll go and I applied to sail on the 
SS Coronia and my application 'was accepted. So we both sailed on the SS Coronia and we 
completed so many cruises. We were in South America cruise ending up in Havana Cuba and 
back to New York three times. Three different cruises and then we went on a world cruise which 
took us nearly close to four or five months and we travelled down from New York right down the 
British West Indies right down as far as Rio de Janeiro and right over to South Africa, North 
Africa, East Africa and West Africa. We spent so many days in different places for the sake of the 
passengers who were naturally high paying guests. We seen the change in South Africa at that 
particular time because of the apartheid you know. You weren't allowed, under no account, to 
mix with black or coloured people. That was the law, that was the apartheid law at that time. 
However anyway we enjoyed .... 
82. MM: Would there have been any black or coloured people working on the Queen Mary? 
83. BK: No, no, not at that time. 
84. MM: Were the workers on the SS Queen Mary mostly Europeans? 
85. BK: Europeans yeah, all Europeans. There was a few people on the ship that could speak the 
language, you know what I mean. Principally on the .... We always had for instance a Jewish chef 
that could cook kosher and he was principally in the small kitchen that was laid out what was 
known as the kosher kitchen. It was really basically say, an 8 foot x 10 kitchen just to cook for a 
small number of passengers. Well that was his principal job. He did nothing else but cook for 
them, the kosher people. So that was our cruise and our cruise went to North, South, East Africa 
and we then went on to Madagascar and we went up into the Indian Ocean and we went ended up 
in Bombay in India. So we travelled through the Suez Canal right through into the Mediterranean 
and then most of the places on the Mediterranean like Turkey, Italy, Haifa in Israel, Spain, France 
and then we came around then back to Southampton. We stopped in Southampton for a few days 
and for about a week or two and the passengers then travelled back then on the SS Queen 
Elizabeth. They just transferred just to go back. Then we set off . .. . 
86. MM: They were going back to New York. 
87. BK: Principally most of the passengers at that time were American millionaires. I can only 
describe it in one word- millionaires. Money didn't matter to them. Basically, more or less, 
elderly type of people who had made their money in the financial side of life. I'll give you an 
idea. The man who held the patent of the ball point pen was one of the passengers. I remember 
his name well, Goldberg was his name. Anyway after doing all ofSS Coronia we went also to the 
North Cape and a Cape cruise way up as far as Iceland. 
88. MM: The Arctic Circle? 
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89. BK: The Arctic Circle. So we went around to a lot of places up as far as the North Cape. I 
have a stamped sign which says that I was there on that particular date. It was the last outpost of 
the Arctic Circle and Bill Ryan and I were still together. I have a stamp with his name and another 
fellow by the name Hunt. We went to the last outpost before we hit the Arctic Circle. We came 
down by Sweden, Norway, you know. 
90. MM: I think I remember you telling me before that the boat could go so far and then the guests 
would go on sledges or whatever and there were picnics carried over the ice. 
91. BK: There was actually... . A lot of the time the boat could only go in so far. She couldn' t 
come into dock. One principal thing is that we used to have was the ship used to have its' own 
launches and they used to launch these boats right down to the water and the launches used to 
bring us back and forth from the boat to the quayside. In normal circumstances if the passengers 
were going on a kind of picnic tour that they would have made up lunches for them and they' d 
ship them out in cold storage boxes to keep them cool for them. But we wouldn't travel, none of 
the chefs wouldn't travel if they were packed up accordingly and sent with them. That's the way 
it was operated. So we did the North Cape and came back and that and I spent close to a year on 
the SS Coronia travelling. And then I left the SS Coronia then and I went on to the Queen 
Elizabeth. I spent nearly eighteen months to two years on the SS Queen Elizabeth. 
92. MM: Did the SS Queen Elizabeth take over from the SS Queen Mary? 
93. BK: No. But the SS Queen Elizabeth was a bigger ship, more streamlined. Just a small little 
wording about the SS Queen Elizabeth. She was launched from John Brown's shipyard. Not 
really launched publicly because the war had broken out and she travelled over the Atlantic with 
only a skeleton crew, I believe and I had been told this by a man who I had worked with on the SS 
Queen Elizabeth, who was the soup chef and his name was Jimmy Speed. I always remember his 
name very well. He was a very good soup cook because he did nothing else but soups, so he was 
very good, a very nice fellow to work with. He told me he had crossed the Atlantic on the SS 
Queen Elizabeth and nothing in the Atlantic could catch it because it travelled so fast. He said it 
was never recorded but he said it was nothing for it to touch forty-one knots which is quite a lot of 
speed at sea. The reason they put her full steam ahead was that no submarines or u-boats could 
catch it. That's why she travelled fast. During the war she was used as a troop ship way out in 
Australia shipping the Aussie's back and forth to the different places because she was out ofharms 
way of the u-boats and the submarines. I joined them in the fifties and I enjoyed the SS Queen 
Elizabeth. I was in a first class kitchen in the SS Queen Elizabeth. I was in the second class and I 
was the sauce cook there for a while although I principally spent most of my time on the sauces, 
soups and in Hors d'oeuvres. I used to make in one comer Hors d'oeuvres and canapes all day. I 
used to make up the Hors d'oeuvres trolleys that we rolled into the room during the meals. Two 
for lunch and two for dinner and I used to replenish them accordingly. I served more caviar than 
you'd have dinners. Caviar was just huge. Beluga caviar which is the best. It is a caviar which I 
can only describe as a greyish-blue, it's not black, its greyish-blue and it came in pound tins. We 
used to make ice models. One of the second chefs used to make ice models and he would sit the 
caviar maybe sitting on a woman ' s lap. Or when it was the cup final the chef used to make a 
model and sit the caviar in the cup. We used to serve caviar. 
94. MM: What was it served on? you know they talk about mother of pearl spoons and stuff like 
that for caviar. They say if you eat caviar off a metallic spoon that it can taint. ... 
95 . BK: That's right. That is very true. That's very true. We had what they call ivory spoons 
before plastic spoons came out. These spoons were given to a ship and we had to the keep an eye 
on that spoon because it was such an important spoon. We couldn't touch the caviar with a 
metallic spoon. It was always plastic spoons when plastic spoons started to become available. 
With the caviar we used to make up caviar canapes and so forth for very special customers, people 
travelling in first class who would have a special party. You know it could be that lady that was 
assassinated you know shot, her daughter became Prime Minister of India. 
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96. MM: Oh Indira Gandhi 
97. BK: Indira Ghandhi yeah and we had a few more like that. I hear he was very nice man, the 
Prince ofWales. You know he was once the King ofEngland. He travelled and he was a very 
nice man. Very fond walking around talking to the crew I believe. The Queen Elizabeth was 
a very good ship. I liked working on the SS Queen Elizabeth. And then I went during my time 
with the SS Queen Elizabeth, I worked as what was known as the Veranda Grill which was known 
as the night kitchen. We used to keep going until ten or eleven o'clock at night. The only great 
thing about it was we were allowed to sleep until about eight o'clock in the morning whereas the 
other fellows had to be up at a 6.15 a.m. That was the difference because we would cook later 
than the others and in that there was about five or six about, there was a second chef and you know 
there was a sauce cook, there was a vegetable man, there was a grill man and a larder man. That's 
the way it was. Kind of a tight small kitchen. It was on the very top of the ship you know where 
they could span the ocean then. 
98. MM: And who used to eat there? Was there a different clientele up there or was it a younger 
clientele or did they move between one another? 
99. BK: Yeah they could yeah. It was usually people who wanted quietness because in first class 
on a busy ship we could serve anything up to five or six hundred people. So there was a 
difference you know. But because the trip took five days they could book the Veranda Grill you 
know. The head waiter or maybe the head steward would put these people up on the Veranda 
Grill tonight you know. We used to serve things like chateaubriands or racks of lamb and things 
like that. 
100 .MM: And again all that would have been carved at the table sort of thing at that stage? 
lOl.BK: They would carve. We would grill a steak and that and we'd dress it up on the salver. 
We never put anything on the plate. Salvers ,sometimes we used plates. Because of the nature of 
sea the plates had to be locked in a holder so they couldn't slip out. 
102.So after, I felt that I enjoyed my life at sea. I was about three-and-a-half years at sea. I felt that it 
was time for me to move on and I was told on leaving that I was a fool leaving that I was being 
closely watched, you know, but I said I felt that it wasn't a life to lead for any married man with a 
wife and children because I had seen the result of married men and you know missing their 
families and things like that so I decided that wasn't my way of thinking. So I came back to 
Dublin and started work in the Gresham Hotel with Karl Uhlemann. 
103.MM: Right. What year would this be now? 
104.BK: About 1953 . Karl Uhlemann was a very, very good chef He was in his late 60s early 
70s when I met him. He was from Germany. 
105 .MM: But had he spent quite a while in Ireland? 
106.BK: Oh he married an Irish girl and he had boys and girls here. One ofhis boys started off 
being a chef but I don't think he continued it He was artistic in himself, very artistic you know he 
could paint really. Then there was another famous chef in his time who was known as Jack 
Williams. You might have heard the name. He was a very good Irish chef. He was an artist in 
himself too, Jack Williams. There's still a few of the William's. I tell you one that I know of 
presently is Dermot Williams and he is the chef of the National Club, Sailing Club in Dun 
Laoghaire. The big club there, he's the chef there. I must take the laurels of I was the man who 
taught him to be a chefbecause he worked with me in the Intercontinental which is now Jury's and 
he was only a young lad. Then when I was chef of the Royal Marine in Dun Laoghaire he came 
and I started to give him the low down of good kitchen administration. I helped him to work the 
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kitchen. So he went there and at that time he was the youngest chef in Dublin. He was either 
twenty-one or twenty-two years of age and he's still there. He eventually went for training in the 
College of Catering into what they call these refresher courses. He was very good. 
Telephone rings and interview stops for a few minutes 
107 .BK: Where was I? In the Gresham Hotel I was working with Karl Uhleman and he wrote a 
book called the Chef's Companion and he gave me a present of it himself because I was heading 
off to America a couple of years afterwards. It was very nice. It had a lovely inscription, a wish 
from the heart and he was a very, very good chef and I think I give great credit to the man who 
built the Gresham Hotel from the food standpoint. It was him who created the marie rose sauce. 
People talk about this and the other but the marie rose sauce is made from the bases of lobster or 
prawns but basically that's the marie rose sauce, the bases of the marie rose sauce. 
1 08 .MM: So you make like an Americaine? (lobster sauce) 
1 09 .BK: You make an Americaine sauce and you strain it very well and then you let it go dead 
cold and you mix it with mayonnaise and cream, sherry or brandy or you can squeeze maybe 
lemon juice. But the mayonnaise has the kick in it and that that and cream and sometimes you put 
sherry through it and we served in the Gresham Hotel that time, we couldn't keep up with the 
prawn cocktails and the lobster cocktails. We got fresh lobster in every day, and prawns in every 
day except the weekend. We cooked our own prawns and we used to get two, three, four boxes of 
prawns. 
llO.MM: And these were the Dublin Bay prawns? 
lll.BK: And this is where Dublin Bay prawns started in its real form. The same thing with 
lobster cocktail. It was noted and we used to serve it in this kind of a small thin glass, topped with 
a bit of lettuce and stuff like that but the sauce was the man that made the cocktail. So there is a 
mixture of sauce Americaine which you put brandy in it and lobster and you use raw lobster but 
you don't have to use all of the raw lobster. The juice of the lobster can suffice, but you could put 
in a raw lobster if you cut it and you know cook it after. I'm not telling you how I make but I'm 
just saying that's the way you can do it and to finish it off you strained it extremely very, very well 
and you put the combination of cream, mayonnaise, we used to make our own mayonnaise and the 
sauce together, the three of them combined and we used to colour a little bit with a little bit of 
beetroot juice to give it that pinkie colour. So just to let you know. The Gresham was a very, very 
busy hotel, very busy. We used to make up, in the Gresham Hotel I worked in the larder a lot and 
also in the pastry house. We used to make our own ice-cream then too ill the Gresham. 
112.MM: Were you using the Quix in the Gresham as well? 
113.BK: Yes, yes we did. It was a very, very good ice-cream powder. I don't know if it's still 
around today, I'm not sure. But it was very good ice-cream powder. We used to get the milk, 
fresh milk and let it stand and then you know . ... Yeah, and then we could make mainly ice-creams 
from that particular mixture because it was extremely versatile mix and it would hold well you 
know. 
114.MM: What was the story with freezers there? I'm just thinking was it still ice boxes or were 
there freezers .... 
115 .BK: No, we used to freeze our ice-cream you know when we'd take it out of the machine. 
Then right beside that there was another box where we'd put our ice-cream into and even in 
making casatta and things like that and we'd freeze them. We used the small square cake tins and 
we'd line them with greaseproofpaper and then make our different colours as we were building 
them up. That's the way we used to make it at that time. 
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116.MM: Were there freezers or did you have to make your own freezers using ice blocks? 
117 .BK: No, no. There was, they used to have to make their own ice at that time but we dido 't use 
that like. We had these, say HB (note. Hughes Brothers (HB)- Irish ice cream company) and that 
would come in and make sure that the freezing was right, the consistency was right and that's how 
we maintained a good quality of ice-cream. So the Gresham was a very, very busy hotel 
particularly in the line ot: from the brunch to the dinners to the dances and that. We used to do an 
average of two dances per week at that time. You probably heard that. 
118.MM: I heard about the dances yeah. Who would go to the dances? 
119.BK: Oh the ordinary, oh that time was a great night for the boy and girl to go out to a dress 
dance. 
120.MM: But you'd have to dress up. 
121.BK: Oh yes, it was a dress dance. Yeah, tuxedos or naturally the girls used to dress up 
beautiful, really lovely. We always had special occasions. One great admiration I say that the 
man who ran the Gresham was a famous man by the name of Toddy O'Sullivan. I would say, you 
could nearly go as far as to say himself and Hector Fabron were the most efficient managers in 
Dublin. Toddy O'Sullivan was a very efficient man. A man of few words but knew what he 
wanted. Fair but you did your job. 
122.MM: Who was the other man you mentioned, Hector Fabron? 
123.BK: He was the manager of the Russell Hotel and Hibernian. His father was a chef. His 
brother was also a chef in some big place in London. Fabron was another manager that knew his 
stuff. 
124.MM: And where was he from? 
125.BK: He was France. But I don't think he was France, although he spoke French fluently his 
father worked in London when he was a head chef and so was his brother. So I think basically 
French was in the family. It was through Fabron that I got into the Savoy. I met Fabron before I 
went. ... you know. It was basically through him that myself and Bill Ryan went in to the Savoy. 
126.MM: O'Sullivan was Irish? 
127.BK: O'Sullivan was Irish. He came from Kerry actually and I believe he was a head waiter 
himself. He came up in the hotel business. He had a very suave approach but a very refined 
approach at the same time. 
128.MM: Had he worked abroad, do you know? 
129.BK: I can' t say really. His wife was also a Kerry woman too you know. He had two children 
but he lost one of his children through a very rare . . .. I believe they were on holidays in Spain and 
the child, the girl got a very rare disease and the young girl died. He was very upset about it. 
That's the Gresham. I left the Gresham and then I went to the United States and when I was 
emigrating to the United States, Karl Uhleman gave me a present of this book. This person has 
my book, asked me for a loan of it because it was a rare book. It was known as the Chefs 
Companion and it was one of those that you put recipes together. I could mention the parties 
name but I think respectively I won't. I must say that I left the Gresham then and went onto the 
States and I spend six-and-a-halfyears in America. 
130 .MM: What part? 
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131.BK: New York. I worked in New York, New Jersey and Connecticut. Basically I was in New 
York City. When I went there I started up in a hotel in America called the Victoria Hotel in New 
York City. After that I went from there to New Jersey. I spent another year in New Jersey 
working for this man called Rob Keller. I was in two of his restaurants. Tough work, hard work, 
a complete different style of cooking but they got from A to B quicker than we did. That's the 
way they worked. I basically admired the way they worked. They had always on their mind a 
productive level in their mind and how much it cost and had their costing well in control. They 
actually showed me how to control a kitchen properly. Really properly!!!, how to get the results, 
what you were doing and how you were going because they kept what they referred to as papers 
that were an ordering system which I used here in Ireland and that it had never been cracked. It is 
just the say the system, it is really a very efficient way of working and I taught the young people 
this system that they would be able to hold control of there full production of their ordering, how 
much their ordering and to keep the files so the files, that a year after if they wanted to check 
back how much roast beef they ordered that day they would go back and be able to point what 
beef they ordered that particular "day. Turkeys, chickens, fish, whatever the case may be, which 
was an extremely good system. The one thing about the American style of cooking is that they 
impose greater work on you than they did here, in our country or in England. They gave you more 
to do but their menu's weren't so excessive, but the quality still stayed the same. The quality 
taste-wise was slightly lacking due to the fact of the production levels. I couldn't really find fault 
with their steaks and their beef. America produces the best beef in the world. Nothing in this 
country, Ireland, could compare with the American steer, nothing. It's all marble beef and it' s 
reared on the plains and its allowed to develop into its own self just by keeping an eye on it. 
That's the difference. Like we used to use too quite a bit in America like lobster and that, you 
know. Like raw lobster, we split and do what they refer to in America as a broiled lobster. 
132.MM: That's right, under the grill. What we'd call a grill. 
133.BK: Over there they use the word broil. It' s grilled really. It' s very nice but personally I 
think it's over-rated because you're only playing around with the lobster. So we used to split the 
lobsters and crack the claws and put them under the grill and one great thing about their grills over 
there you open an oven over on top and you shove the lobster in and occasionally what would be a 
steak would is the same situation. So the heat of the grill used to heat the oven. It had the 
combinations on both. The combination was on both and they used to have these long forks that 
are tongs. Something would get burned but they had it well mastered really. I enjoyed my old 
days working in America. I thought they were very efficient. 
134.0ne of my first jobs in America and I'll always remember, this is true as I'm sitting here with you, 
now it was one of my frrstjobs I went to after leaving New York was in New Jersey called Rod 
Keller' s Restaurant and I spent a Clrristrnas there. There were four of us behind the range, we 
started service at 12 and do you know how many covers we covered from 12 to 9 that night? Nine 
hundred - turning steaks, lobsters, you name it, and that was hard work. You couldn' t believe the 
rate. Now that was going, that was organisation! 
135 .MM: Did you see any food that was totally new to you or had you seen most food since you'd 
already been around the world? 
136.BK: Yes I did. I worked in this particular restaurant right in the heart of Rockefeller Centre in 
New York after I left the Victoria Hotel and I came back from New Jersey, I opened this 
restaurant called 'The Forum of the Twelve Caesars' . It was in Rockefeller Centre, which is 
basically one of central points of New York. This restaurant was known as 'The Forum of the 
Twelve Caesars' . They reckon they had three hundred and sixty-five items on the menu. It was 
an incredible restaurant. It gave me a new insight into cooking, completely. They had wild boar 
on the menu, they had wild lobsters you know in tanks, they had trout live, they had pheasants 
cooked in clay, they had chicken cooked in clay. The baked potatoes were baked in ashes, 
charcoal ashes, that's how they worked. That would give you an insight. They got snails, French 
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snails, and he coated them in a choux pastry and they roll them and they cook them and with that 
they came along when the sauce was made... . The sauce for to cover that was made from spinach, 
creamed spinach with Pernod through it and it gave a beautiful taste. That was only one of their 
dishes and that was only a small thing. They used small, wild pigeons and you probably heard 
them talking about it recently, they used to serve it quite a bit there, you know pigeon ... . 
137 .MM: Squab pigeon? 
138.BK: Squab, that's correct. We used to make dishes with squab chicken. We used to put 
boiled rice in it and cook it and it was boned. We used to have it encased in the greaseproofpaper 
and then we'd cook it with the boiled rice and we used to serve a sauce with it. Quite nice. We 
did a lot of things like Coulibiac. Russian Coulibiac. 
139.MM: And did you use vesiga in making that Coulibiac or often you'd see a recipe and it talks 
about using vesiga, which I think is from the backbone of the sturgeon or something like that. 
140.BK: No, no I didn't. When I came home just after leaving 'The Forum of the Twelve 
Caesars', which I enjoyed. Very, very hard work. Well paid now, very well paid. I can't 
complain about my money. I enjoyed the time because we used to get the wild... . My first 
experience of wild boar was it came in and the wild boar is killed and they smoke it. They smoke 
it with the ashes of the wood so they get all the hair off the wild boar. When it comes in all the 
hair is gone but the skin is black in a wild boar. So you bone it out on the same principal as a pig 
which it is basically and we used to marinate it in oak barrels. We used to put a red wine marinade 
in it and we'd leave it there for days maybe weeks on end. We used to take out, we used to have 
this scoop that we couldn't put our hands in it otherwise it would turn sour. Anything marinated 
you should never put your hands into it, always use a fork or a dish even if its steak. We used to 
have another wild product. It was the wild boar. Well I boned the wild boar. The head chef said 
Bill did you ever bone a wild boar. I said I never did in my life and he said he'd show me and 
with that he just gave me an idea what to do and I did it and he was quite happy. I can't remember 
what the other one was. I think it was smoked pork or something of that nature. We used to have 
put it .... We used to have kebabs too you know the 'schlasslicks' on skewers. We used to use a 
lot of other dishes you know there. German cooking too, some German stuff as well, you know 
Saurbratten, things like that. The one thing about America, the one thing about New York you 
can get any cooking you want in the world in New York. That's what makes it a great city as far 
as cooking is concerned. You can nearly buy anything. So I worked very, very hard in this 
particular restaurant, like from eleven in the morning to eleven at night but it was well paid but I 
said I'd have to break myself of this you know which I did and I went then to a country club about 
thirty miles from New York. It was basically a private golf, country club and they were really 
basically rich American businessmen that used to come out at weekends to play golf or during the 
week. I went up to this club, it was called the New Rochelle Club and I was the second chef there, 
sauce cook and second chef. It was a very small kind ofkitchen but a very healthy wide-open airy 
kitchen, the cleanest kitchen I ever worked in. It was spotless, absolutely spotless and a very 
pleasant kitchen to work in. I spent my time there for maybe over a year-and-a-half or that. The 
only day we had off was a Monday. It closed every Monday and the rest of the week we worked 
you know. I used to open the kitchen at 7.45 a.m. and then we'd break, we'd have our lunch at 
11.30 a.m., then I'd break at around two for a few hours and then come back then around 5 p.m. 
and work until 9 p.m. every night, six nights a week. So it was hard work really. So I used to do 
all the sauces and I used to do the roast and that. Then another man beside me used to do the 
vegetables and some fish you know. 
14l.MM: And what was the service like over there? Was it silver service? 
142.BK: No silver service. Americans didn't apply themselves to silver service at all. They were 
all plate service. Their system was quick, quick, quick out. That's the way the American worked. 
Quick out - from A to B that was the best way of getting things out. That was the big difference. 
They were fast, direct, no messing, you know, and they provided you with the equipment to do the 
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job. They didn't say ah well we'll do it this way, they provided you with the equipment. The 
equipment we use here has been from the American style in some of the kitchens and we have 
applied from them their style. I left the Country Club ..... I was looking after my second mother, 
my father had re-married, she died Lord have mercy on her. She was very ill so I came home 
anyway and I stayed with her for six months. But I had to go back because my ticket was up, I 
had to go back, but before I went back to America I met my wife, Lord have mercy on her, and we 
became engaged and I went back to America and stayed in America for eighteen months, although 
I was engaged to my wife at that time, and then I came back then to Ireland. 
143.MM: She was from Dublin then? 
144.BK: No she was a Sligo girl. She was a very good girl I must say, Lord rest her. When I left 
there I came home and went into Jammet's Restaurant. You know Jammet's, and I spent six 
months in Jammet' s. (note. Jammet's Restaurant opened in 1901 but moved premises in 1926 to 
Nassau Street and was Dublin's only French restaurant for many years). I remember the original 
Mr Jammet himself He was French. He was a nice man. He knew his stuff. I'd say the chef 
worked there, was there for twenty years and Paddy Dunne worked there was close to twenty 
years too. He was a great lad Paddy Dunne. A great man with the larder. I took over from him 
when he went into Catha] Brugha Street I was the larder chef in Jammet's with Marc Faure. And 
during my stay in Jammet's Restaurant, Marc Faure left Jammet's after twenty years. In all credit 
to Marc Faure, he was a very good chef and I can honestly say he made a beamaise sauce that was 
absolutely unbeatable. He would let nobody make the beamaise only himself but could he make 
the beamaise. He made steak called steak Parisiene. It was basically a steak with parmentier 
potatoes and beamaise sauce and he used to sell them by the lorry load. He used to always, 
another pet (habit) of his was he always boned out the veal when it came in each day, a leg of veal 
each day. He used to bone that out. That was his pride. 
145.MM: What was so special about his beamaise? Now again it was tarragon like again he was 
using . . .. 
146.BK: He used tarragon and he used to watch his eggs and his butter. He also used the flavour. 
We used to make a demi-glaze, a real demi-glaze from the veal bones. This is where a lot of 
people make a mistake but a young heifer beef will also make a good demi-glaze. But also the 
veal bones came a beautiful sweetness with it when it was made. And he used to slightly thicken 
it up with that at the end, give it a few drops of that and it had this uniqueness, this really beautiful 
tarragon and fresh butter. You don't have to melt the butter you can soften it, I believe. Your 
reduction is important. You know one time they used to strain it through the tammis cloths but 
that was cut out, because you'd do it a much faster way that that. But I must say that it was a 
tough restaurant to work in but I didn't mind you know. At that particular time I was engaged to 
my wife at that time and I was getting married and soon after I got married. Myself and my wife 
went back to America because I said I was going back. I went back to the States and I spent oh 
about two years again in the States. 
147.MM: Can I just bring you back to Jammet's for a minute? Who were the customers in 
Jammet' s at this time? We're talking now about mid 50s. 
148.BK: Yes the mid 1950s. They were basically rich diplomatic core you know. Rich people, 
businessmen, lawyers, you know, people who, of money people basically it wasn't any Tom, Dick 
or Harry. Although they had what they referred to as a kind of grill bar at that time as well. Used 
to use a terrible lot of oysters. It was a great place for oysters and so forth and then they had a 
little, the sweet comer used to be upstairs and I can' t remember his name but he was quite good at 
desserts. We wouldn't see the desserts in the kitchen, the main kitchen was a furnace to work in. 
It was the toughest god kitchen, it was a tough kitchen to work in. 
149 .MM: That was in the basement was it? 
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150.BM: It was at street level but it was cold fired again. Very, very little ventilation and you 
might have heard about him. I don't know. He became . . .. I worked for him there. Gerry 
O'Connell's brother worked there, Jimmy Connell. He was very good sauce cook. He was a very 
good cook Jimmy. Very, very good. He was very good and so was Mick Moore was his name. 
He was chef of the Grand Hotel in Malahide after I left Jammet's because I met him one day and 
he told me a story. Not to say that I'm .... tried to ... . I believe he was close to two years head chef 
and he got fed up this day anyway and he was under so much pressure, he couldn't get staff and 
everything he just went over, took his knives up, this is his own story to me, took his knives up 
and said I'm quitting here and now. He walked out of the hotel and he never cooked since. 
151.MM: That's Mick Moore. 
152.BK: Mick Moore yeah. You probably heard of him. Mike Moore was a very good cook, a 
very good chef, a very good head. No shouting or roaring but got the job done. But still at the 
same time we always had stock pots. I'm a great believer of stock pots. I'm a great believer of 
getting the bones of anything an'd working on them. Because without bones you can't get the 
quality into anything. That's my policy, that's my belief. And also the man, if you can record this 
if you want, the man who suggested taking away the stock pots from Catha! Brugha Street was 
crazy. It done a terrible injustice to the College of Catering to take away them stockpots. An 
absolute injustice, because you're talking in terms of stocks and the kids don't know what their 
talking about unless you prove to them what these stocks are about. Those stocks are stocks 
without the bones, fresh bones whether it be fish, game, lamb or beef or anything that's where the 
quality lies. That's the point. 
153.However my story, I went back to the States after I got married and I worked in New York again. 
I worked in New York in the Westbury Hotel in New York which was on Madison Avenue. I was 
a sauce cook there. There was two sauce cooks, there was a morning sauce cook and a night sauce 
cook and basically the kitchen was really mostly all Italians. The head chef was Italian, the man I 
worked with was Italian, the second chef was Italian, the pastry chef was Italian. So there 
basically was really an Italian . . .. there was only one Spanish and he worked on the roast. But I 
was the morning sauce cook and there was the older man and he was near retiring but a very nice 
Italian and he'd come in at 2.30 p.m. I would start at 6.30 a.m. and he'd come in at 2.30 p.m. and 
I'd have most of the stuff, the sauces ready for him when he came in. I used to have like the basic 
sauces like fish veloute, hollandaise, you know, tomato sauce. Like most of the basic sauces in 
bowls in a warm area, just keep them warm. And then we hot bain marie with the hot soup beside 
us, used to make the hot soups. We used to make demi-glaze where we used to get the bones in. 
We'd roast bones, maybe about six trays of bones, beef bones and put the vegetables and so forth 
in and we'd make this demi-glaze in a huge big boiler and we'd let it cook nice and slowly and we 
used to strain it and then we would put it into big buckets, stainless steel buckets and sit them into 
this big old tanks which would have running water all the time. And we used to put the ladles in 
the buckets and just keep them stirring until they were dead cold. When they were dead cold we 
used to ship them down into a fridge down below and we used to take a bucket up when we 
needed it. 
154.MM: Can I ask you a question? On the demi-glaze you made a stock but then did you mix then 
the stock with espagnole (brown sauce) or did you just keep reducing the stock down? 
155 .BK: No, what we did usually was we made it straight. What we did was we roasted the bones 
and then we put the vegetables in half way and then we mixed all the ingredients like mixed 
vegetables and so forth like that and mushrooms pairings and we' d season it up . Then we'd shake 
some flour and we'd bake the flour slightly with it and then we'd put some tomato puree in it and 
we'd stir the whole lot around. Then we'd put in to a boiler. And then we'd stir the cold water 
into it to completely get rid of all lumps and everything. All the flavour of everything was there 
and we always had an amount of bay leaf and thyme and so forth we put in and crushed 
peppercorns and so forth. When we bring it to the boil nice and slowly, keep an eye and stir it. 
We cook it for hours maybe six or eight hours and then we'd strain it. It was a hard job. 
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156.MM: You had to keep an eye that it didn't burn down at the bottom. 
157.BK: No, but they were steam controlled. So they didn't burn you know. Steel powerful big 
boilers, very big. 
Interview stopped for few minutes as Bill's son enters room 
158.BK: I must say that then after that in the Westbury Hotel then I was up to get to work from 
New York at 5.15 a.m. to get into work at 6.30 a.m. I was living just outside New York City more-
or-less in the suburbs really. So I got in through bus and by subway you know. After the 
Westbury Hotel I got a job in a French restaurant. The French restaurant was in Madison A venue, 
nearly in the heart of Manhattan. The name of the restaurant was 'Le Valois '. It was really 
(named) after the Russian hermitage you know but it was a French restaurant and very, very good 
cooking there really. I spent nearly close to two years there with them. 
Brief discussion on sauce valois - a derivative of hollandaise with meat glaze, and other derivatives 
like sauce maltaise made with blood oranges. 
159.BK: Maltaise that's right. But anyway it was a very good restaurant; very well as I said, 
basically rich business people and some film stars and that give you an idea. Ava Garner you 
know, few of those came in. The Ed Sullivan show, Ed Sullivan they used to dine there you 
know, it was a very well run restaurant, fast again. I used to relief the sauce chef and I used to 
reliefthe .... I was known as cheftournant (relief chef), and when they were off I used to take over 
to do the things like that. Very, very good cooking then, I enjoyed it really. They were a good 
crowd, they were like your family there. They were like a family but having said something about 
the Westbury Hotel as I said they were all Italians and the chef principally concentrated a lot on 
Italian food. You know a lot ofltalian dishes. 
160.MM: Was that new to you then the Italian dishes? 
161 .BK: They were, they gave me an insight of there style of cooking. Like they cooked with 
olive oil, tomatoes and that and bay leaf till the cows come home. Things like that, oregano, 
marjoram. I enjoyed it really. I got to know something about their pastas and that. But I used to 
be able to do the French style thing. One helpful thing I must say in passing was in some of the 
kitchens the chef. In some of the kitchens the chef wrote the explanation of the dish sometimes in 
French and sometimes in English. So he gave you an insight of what went into the dish. 
162.1 worked in a French restaurant for close to two years and I enjoyed it. I also worked, it was run 
by a French chef, the chef was French, the second chef was French. There was about three or four 
Frenchmen and two Italians. One of the sauce cooks was Italian. He was a very good sauce cook 
and he was twenty-five years with the boss so he knew his stuff. We used to make our own turtle 
soup and that you know from veal bones and pigs trotters to give the jelly flavour. 
163 .MM: And what did you use? Did you use the turtle herbs? 
164 .BK: The turtle herbs. They used to put the turtle herbs when they were making it. He used to 
take them up in bunches. He knew exactly how much he was putting in because he had been 
doing it for so long. And he knew. And he used to get the duck feet. The duck feet, the feet 
washed and all brought in and he'd throw them in and the flavour was beautiful. And when it was 
made we used to strain it and then we would have these big white crocks. There was about seven 
different herbs. It is actually in the repertoire. 
165 .MM: That's right, for herbs, for marjoram, oregano and things like that 
166 .BK: Things like that. Thyme, bay leaf: and peppercorn and things like that. 
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167.MM: And did you serve at that time, with the mock-turtle soup they used bits of fat from a 
calves head or something like that? 
168.BK: We had tins of turtle, you know, we'd get tins of turtle meat and we'd open them up and 
we'd dice them and put them in a bowl and have them there cold. Wouldn't start playing around 
with them in that you know, we used to take a spoon out of it and throw them in and put the turtle 
soup on top and it was there ready to serve quick. We used to serve toast with it, like a melba 
toast We used to do that. I left the Le Valois and then I went to join the St. Regis Hotel in the 
centre ofNew York. In the St. Regis Hotel they had two kitchens, they had a French kitchen and 
they had a Russian kitchen. And in the Russian kitchen there were normally about two Russian 
chefs. They were really apart from us. In the kitchen I was in was the main kitchen. I was on the 
fish, I was the fish chef. I used to cook, look after the fish and then look after some of the soups 
as well in that kitchen. I spent again about six or eight months there. I enjoyed cooking there, 
again as I say it was mostly really French, this particular kitchen. 
169.MM: Did you get to see any of the Russian stuff? 
170.BK: I did, I saw the Russian chefs work on something like coulibiac you know and these 
Russian things you serve with a Russian borscht. Not blinis. I did blinis but the other ones, there 
made from a light kind of a pastry. You know a dough and into that dough you put a mixture of 
chicken, dill and so forth and you bake them in the oven. And when you get the borscht , pish 
.. . Pierogis. You hear a terrible lot of people say to you about the big Russian Kitchen, about this 
beef stroganoff. There is much argument about beef stroganoff. The real beef stroganoff is the 
fillet of beef and they used to slice it. 
17l .MM: So it wasn't cut in juliennes or strips like it was sliced? 
172.BK: No, slice it and they'd cook in the pan with a drop of oil or butter quickly and put it on 
the plate and they came along then and they got a sour cream sauce and put it over that with a 
shake of a few little capers on top and chopped egg and out she went. 
173 .MM: Chopped hard boiled egg is it? 
174.BK: Chopped hard boiled egg, yeah. the yolk and the white just over the top. That's the beef 
stroganoff. That what they did. And then they used to make chicken a Ia Kiev and they used to 
make these cornets of the butter with vodka in it and then they put it in the ice and then they'd 
have the supreme completely rolled around it, big supremes of chicken. And then they'd fry the 
supremes of chicken in a nice slow cooking oil and they would sit the, butter wouldn't be allowed 
to go out because they'd seal it so well. They come along then and it was cut and they would cut 
it out onto a napkin and just a bit of fried parsley and out she went. And they usually served 
sometimes, say a sauce saba yon or a hollandaise with it. It was a sweet type of sauce. Sabayon is 
a nice sauce. That was the Russians, you know. Russian cookery, borscht a Ia Russe I liked 
making. I got to know how to make a really good one from them. You know you get the julienne 
of bacon, smoked bacon and you make the julienne of the different vegetables and then you sweat 
them down and then you come along when you sweat them down you put the beef stock on to 
them and then you cook them nice and slowly and then you get a half roast duck and you put it in 
and the flavour of the duck goes right through. Then you take it out and then you cut up your 
duck. You make a julienne of your duck and then you throw it in. Last but not least when the 
soup is just coming off you come along then. The best way to serve it really is cold really. Best 
way and you allow that to go get cold and then a very, very good idea is that when you allow that 
to get cold, it has all the flavour necessary you put a little julienne ofbeetroot you know which has 
the flavour of vinegar and you mix that through and then you put sour cream into that and it's a 
beautiful soup. That's the cold borscht. I don't know if you ever tasted it. 
175.MM: I haven't tasted the cold borscht yet. 
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176.BK: That' s a good way of serving it. But if it's hot you loose the colour ofthe beetroot. If 
you are serving it hot you'd want to put a small drop of the beetroot juice and the julienne of the 
beetroot so that it doesn't discolour in the pot. That's just the Russian way. 
177 .After leaving them I came back to Ireland and my wife came back before me and my first daughter 
was born in America. So sentimentality over-ruled my mind so eventually I came back. She felt 
she liked home better really in herself so we came back and we settled down here you know. So 
when I came back here, just after I came back I applied for the, at that time the Intercontinental 
Hotel which was the Intercontinental and I came back and I was interviewed for a job here. I 
became second chef of the Intercontinental at that time. Myself and the chef at that time who 
opened it in 1963, was Freddie Goldinger and as I said previously myself and Freddie were in the 
hotel for about four or five weeks before we opened. The only man with us was a man by the 
name of Bill 0 'Keefe. He came out of the army and he worked there as the staff chef for a while 
so he was a nice fellow to work with, got on well together. 
178 .MM: So while you were organising the kitchen he was feeding the staff and that sort of stuff. 
179.BK: He (Freddie) said to me you look after the Irish men and I'll take care ofthe foreigners . 
Now when they all started arriving, it was himself and then he was Swiss and soon after his arrival 
a German second chef, the tallest chef I ever worked for. His name was Roland Fuchs. Now I 
have a photograph of them really you know but and Fuchs came about seven or eight weeks after 
she opened. I worked on the sauces as I said and I was the sauce cook for some time. We got on 
very well with Freddie really you know and he was a nice fellow to work with. There was a lot of 
the chefs, some, a lot of the teachers who were in Catha! Brugha Street were in that particular 
group at that time. Jim Bowe, John Linnane, Joe Erraught wasn't, he was later. Then there was 
others John Gibbons, he was in that group. A man who recently died was Kevin Duffy. You 
probably heard that. Gerry Connell, Gerry was a nice kid always a great lad to get on with. Very 
easy to get on with you know and then there was .. .. 
180.MM: And was John Clancy there at that stage or did he come later? 
18l.BK: John Clancy came later. He was at the Russell. John was trained really in the Russell. 
Very nice fellow John. So he came after me after I left you know. So well I didn't leave I just 
dirtied by bib a little bit. This commis annoyed me, I have to be honest with you, a young waiter, 
and I said to him 'don't be so cheeky'. He went out and told the head waiter and I hit him, I didn't 
put my hand on him but yet I was left go for it because you couldn' t attack anybody because that 
was the situation. But at that time the chef had left, Freddie Goldinger. He left, he went out, oh 
where is it he went. He wanted me to go to Jakarta with him and well I said I couldn't leave my 
wife and children you know. It wouldn't be fair to my wife. 
182.MM: You said he'd come from Puerto Rico. 
183.BK: He was a Puerto Rico. He told me himselfthat he went from Switzerland to Puerto Rico. 
He was a very, very intelligent fellow really you know and he was a likeable fellow to work with 
you know. He knew what he wanted. He'd give a hand out like, you know. But when we opened 
up there was French that worked with me on the sauce and then there was a Swiss on the pastry, 
there was a Swiss in the larder, there was a Swiss in the butcher shop, the butchers as we called it 
and there was a Swiss on the vegetables. That was really the foreign group and then Roland Fuchs 
was the second chef. Tallest chef I ever worked with, he was about six foot seven or something 
like that. He was a very, very tall man. So I spent the .. .. there were tough times but they were 
good times. 
184.MM: Did the opening of the Intercontinental bring in new systems of work to Ireland? 
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185.BK: I can safely take the slight credit for one of our systems. We got a lot of American 
equipment in because the Intercontinental was a subsidiary of Pan American Airways and they had 
a financial monopoly and I believe Aer Lingus had a kind of a cut in the hotel at that time. They 
were one of the investors. The man who designed the hotel was a man by the name of Scott. He 
was the architect of the Busaras. 
186.MM: Yeah, yeah that's right. Patrick Scott wasn't it. 
187 .BK: And he designed the Intercontinental at that time you know. However, anyway at that 
time at the Intercontinental we had a big opening and things like that but I as I said a lot of 
American equipment came in and I would nearly go as far as to say the credit, you know how they 
portion turkey, where you have the ham, the stuffing to get breadcrumbs, the black meat, the white 
meat. But that wasn't being done in this country before that, that was all done, we got to serve the 
turkey, putting the ham, myself and Freddie knew the American system. We were the only two 
that came from America and knowing the system and what we did was we used the ham, the 
stuffing, the white meat over the top and portion it and then we used to put some greaseproof 
paper over it and then a damp cloth over it and then the ovens to heat them up. And we could roll 
out hundreds, that was the system. It started a whole new era of cooking. Now I made the 
original, what they call, what they Americans call giblet gravy. I made the original giblet gravy 
there. Because there was what they call the gizzard of the turkey was used you know. You know 
you actually cleared out from the stomach, the hard skin of the stomach and you poached the 
gizzards, you only poach them, you don't boil them, you poach them until there reasonably nice 
and put a bit of onion through them and salt to give flavour to them and then you take the sauce 
from that, to help you to make a carcass of a turkey and you take the carcass of the stock, the 
carcass plus the gizzard sauce, what's called the gizzard sauce and you mince the gizzards and you 
make the sauce and you put the gizzards after being minced straight into the sauce and you have 
giblet gravy immediately. That is the original giblet gravy. That came, the giblet gravy came 
from the American Canterbury pilgrims called at the time . ... 
188.MM: The Mayflower. 
189.BK: The Mayflower, that's where the giblet gravy started and even to this present day in 
America they still apply the giblet gravy in Thanksgiving whereas we make it straight from the 
stock of the turkey. 
190.After I finished with the Intercontinental I became second chef of the Royal Marine in Dun 
Laoghaire. I worked in the Royal Marine Hotel and unfortunately the poor chef passed away to 
the big 'C' (Cancer). A very nice fellow, a very good cook. His name was Holt. He was a Dublin 
man but he spent quite some time in England. And having said that anyway he was a good cook 
and a nice fellow to work with and that, good sauce cook and unfortunately he died. I carried on 
as best as I could for a little while. The manager at that time offered me the job and I turned it 
down, then he offered it to me again and still turned him down. So eventually he came to me after 
a few weeks and he says now I'm offering you the job for the third time he said, I just can't see 
anybody taking over, your doing a great job so I said I'd take it over okay, you know, give it a try. 
So with that anyway I took over anyway and applied some of my ways of the American style that I 
couldn't apply before. I started to apply it there, which worked out well because I had a team of 
twelve of us in the kitchen only. We used to do quite a lot of weddings and we were always kind 
ofbusy. Particularly for weddings and functions, you know. After that I spent about 1969-1972 
there and I became head chef Then I opened the International Airport Hotel in Dublin Airport 
which was The Forte Group you know. So I opened that hotel. Again I was in the kitchen for 
about a fortnight on my own and so I got things the way I wanted them. The manager, John 
Loftus at that time, allowed me to use the system in the kitchen. But I did that and I got the 
kitchen going anyway. It was quite a nice kitchen now, I must say. A well designed kitchen. 
Sam Stevenson designed it. It was a very, very good kitchen to work in I must say. Very, very 
healthy kitchen to work in. Well anyway I applied some of my systems there properly. 
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19l.MM: Would he have consulted with you or with chefs before his design? 
192.BK: No, no. It was advertised the position and I applied for it and got it. So many people in 
for it and anyway I was successful, like it was only fifteen minutes from the house here to there. 
So anyway I was head chef there for close to eight years, nearly nine you know. I left then. I 
didn' t reasonably like Trusthouse Forte, the way they were operating it. They weren't good to me 
to be quite honest. I did my job all right but not financially they weren't very good. So I decided 
this working at night was going too far in my life. Like I was always at work. However, anyway 
the job in Irish Life came up and I applied for it. I went there as head chef in Irish Life (Insurance 
Company). Now Irish Life was basically industrial type of catering. I think personally I made a 
bit of a mistake going, although I applied my trade to my job. But I spent also close to eight years 
or so in Irish Life and it was all industrial catering, big time. Numbers would be seven to eight 
hundred lunches a day. I used to make practically everything fresh to be quite frank with you. 
Everything fresh, you. A friend of mine Derek McLaughlin worked with me there. Good chef, 
good lad to work with too. 
193 .MM: He worked with you there, what years are we talking about here in Irish Life? 
194 .BK: I went there in '81, about '81 and I left it in '89. 
195.MM: And was Derek a commis of yours then? 
196.BK: No he was after coming out of Catha! Brugha Street. And I must say a very, very 
intelligent fellow. Good cook too, fast and no messing. But in Irish Life from the time you 
walked in, in the morning till the time you left it was go, go, go, all the way. You had to have 
everything ready on the counters at 12.15 and the lunch went on from that time, 12.15 to nearly 
1.30-2.00 p.m. But during that period you were on the ball all the time with the supply line. Now 
we carved everything, lamb, beef; pork, you name it we did it. We used to have it in trays of tin, 
we used to cover them with silver foil and put them in the oven to heat them up. We'd always 
make the sauce separate and the gravy separate. We always used to do curry chicken and rice and 
things like that. We used to get the boiling fowl in for the curry chicken. We often sold three-
hundred-and-fifty portions of curry chicken which was quite good you know. Grant it, I used to 
make a nice curry sauce. I used to boil the chicken in the stock and hold it over and make the 
sauce the next morning. So I used add carrots, onions, apples, fruit, coconut, juice, orange juice, 
sometimes I'd put in a tin of fruit. It was very popular I must say. I didn't put much cream in it. I 
always felt it would nearly ruin the actual flavour but anyway that's beside the point. Used to 
make a lot of beef dishes too, you know. Used to make steak and kidney pie, fresh . Steak and 
kidney mushrooms, steak and kidney vegetable pies. I used to make lasagne and spaghetti 
Bolognese. All these dishes that were quickly served, there was no messing. 
197.MM: I'm just remembering here Colin O'Dalywas a commis of yours out in the airport, wasn't 
he? 
198.BK: No, not mine. Bill Ryan. In respect to Bill Ryan, he's like a great friend and still is. Bill 
Ryan I must say he's a marvellous decorator from sugar to larder, from ice to butter models. 
Anything of that nature, he has a great taste for colour and that and he worked close to thirty years 
in Aer Lin gus you know and he was what they call the teacher of Colin 0 'Daly, because he was 
very finesse and good in himself. He loved his work really. He was an exceptionally good 
decorator, exceptionally good. He could do anything, even with salt. He just had that .... Artistic 
ability yeah. So anyway after spending, as I say, I left Irish Life about 1989, if I can remember 
and I was about two weeks at home here and Joe Erraught contacted me and told me to come in to 
see him. So I went in and saw Mr. Hegarty and Joe asked me would I do a class, you know. So 
that started off my teaching. You know I used to take the day release students, sometimes I took 
permanent students and things like that like first years. Then Joe (Erraught) asked me then, would 
I go to Crumlin (note. Crumlin VEC College was where day release chef students did their first 
year oftraining) and try and sort Crurnlin out. So I went to Crumlin anyway and just try to, with 
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Gerry Connell and that, we tried to give the best we could and that you know. Wrote the menus 
and gave menus that would apply to what equipment was available to us and the time that was 
available to us in Crumlin. Yeah we got on, we did our best and that. They got a good theoretical 
training in Crumlin. They did really, I must say that. So that's my life. 
199.MM: Would Jammet's have been always considered to be the best restaurant in its day? 
200.BK: In its' day, yeah. For food it was considered the best, the Gresham had a very high 
reputation. I remember, not proud of the fact, but it was considered that if you worked in the 
Gresham as a young chef you could go anywhere in this country and even overseas. If you went 
to London and you had worked in the Gresham Dublin it was regarded as an excellent hotel. It 
was tough but ifl could write a book or an article on the most unforgettable character I ever met in 
my life it would be 'Macker', otherwise known as 'Macker of the Gresham'. He was the second 
chef and then he became chef But God knows you didn't know what your life was with him 
(laughter). He was unbelievable (laughter). 
201.MM: I heard some story about a goat 
202.BK: That's a true story. That is an actual story because I was in New York when my friend 
who worked in the Gresham with me got this letter from his first cousin who was. He wrote the 
letter and he told me exactly what happened. 
203 .MM: Do you remember the story? 
204.BK: All I could say is I'd roll around the place laughing with the excitement of it you know. I 
must say I'd roll around the place laughing at him (laughter). 
205 .MM: So what was 'Macker's' real name? 
206.BK: Michael McManus. He's dead Lord have mercy on him. He was a huge slice of life in 
the Gresham. He was in the college. He's some character. He was dangerous to be safe. 
He could let go a leg or anything at you. It was like flying saucers going around the place. 
207 .MM: Was there much of that now? 
208.BK: It was tough. They'd throw .... I myself was part of it too, you know. I let go a few 
things. I let go a carcass of chicken one time and there was one fellow at the basin just right 
across from the larder and the head chef was walking by, Uhlemann himself and the carcass of 
chicken passed about four inches from his face (laugh). He went berserk!!! So I ran into the 
fridges to get away from the shouting and roaring and I must say, honest to God Mairtin, I had to 
come out and I came over to him and said 'chef! have to speak to you for a moment'. 'Come on 
in', says he. I said 'I have to come to apologise to you', I said, 'I was the one who threw that 
carcass of chicken and I am sorry for upsetting you so much. I truly am'. I said it would never 
happen again. (Laughter). 
209.MM: Had you grown up with that sort of atmosphere in your training as well? Were kitchens 
always a little bit mad? 
210.BK: Yes they were. There is a more controlled kitchen nowadays. I must admit, there's not 
this, I hope not, in the kitchens now I'd be honest with you Mairtin I didn't roar or shout. I said 
there was only one way to get good out of the men is put your trust in them. If you're under 
pressure, their under pressure. If you let them know that, that your not just the man, look at me, 
your not that man, you have a team around you and there as much as you, as you are to them. 
That's the way I always applied it when I was a head chef. I said I can't do this job without you. 
Without you I'm lost and they all appreciated that. I want to say this to you as a young man you 
should apply that way Mairtin. Let the men know your honesty, what your doing and I'll tell you 
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one thing and I'm only saying this as an old chef retired now don't ever take kickbacks because I 
know a case, I won't say, I seen it happen and I saw a chef nearly loose his dignity and life over it. 
You're better off to get a good weeks salary or agreed salary. And you can walk out that door an 
honest man. It may not be the full 'whack' that you want but at least you know ... . 
21l .MM: Were you involved with unions at all? 
212 .BK: I was, I was involved with the union. I was one of the founding members of the Panel of 
ChefS. I was in that group, there was seven of us and the man who was at the helm, the formation 
of that group was Micky Mullen the past General Secretary. He did more for the catering worker 
in this town than anybody or did ever since. He did. He was a great man particularly where chefs 
were concerned. He had a son a chef. But Micky Mullen really seen the light of who was the real 
worker, who was the men doing the ground work. Micky Mullins to be honest with you idolised 
chefs. He always stood by them you know. 
213 .MM: And he was down in Liberty Hall. 
214.BK: He was very good. He became a TD you know. He was very much, he could get, he 
didn't fool around with employers, things like that. He just told them directly I'm here for this, I 
want this, can you do it? He gave it to them directly. He wasn't one of these fellows who talked 
stupid. 
215.MM: Seven of you set-up the panel of chefs. 
216.BK: There was Michael Ganly, there was myself was at it, there was Billy Marshall, there was 
a man by the name of O'Brien, I have that thing upstairs. Anyway they were the starting group 
that started off this Panel of Chefs. They were originally head chefs. Originally it was a Panel of 
Head Chefs really to encourage greater standards of cooking in the country and that was the 
original intended idea. Now naturally it flourished over the years, thank God and made them feel 
a bit proud of themselves. You know, I, there was too much little made of them, chefs in the past. 
There wasn't a price put on their shoulders like there should have been. It started to kind of give 
them the ground work of a better established career and recognition. 
217 .MM: The beginning of a profession sort of thing? 
218.BK: Yeah, that's true, I feel that at my age, I tell you I feel they weren't really put on the 
pedestal they should have been put on. Like they took a lot of guff and backchat and everything 
else. A lot of them at that time like they ended up, I'm not saying them all now, don't get me 
wrong, a few of them ended up, theybecame .. .. (doing a drinking motion) 
219 .MM: On the drink (alcoholics). 
220 .BK: Yeah, on the drink. I'm not saying them all. Yeah. Like now thank God there's more 
recognition of them and thank God, I lived to see the day that they can go in and nearly put their 
own stamp on the counter as they say, that's what I want. The one thing I think about now that I 
don't like to think that the chef takes all the cream. I think his cream should be divided amongst 
the people around him not being used as a kind of 'whipping dogs' for them, where they take the 
cream. I don' t believe in that. I believe in sharing the spoils with the men around me and giving 
them the credit that they deserve if they deserve that credit. That's my policy, has been 
22l.MM: I would share that. 
222 .BK: I don't believe in this shouting and roaring. There are times in the kitchen that one 
can . . .. but if you apply the trust in them as much as they trust you. You know it works both ways. 
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223 .MM: Tell me the Savoy, was there much shouting and roaring in that or was it a quiet kitchen. 
He would have come straight from Escoffier. He would have trained under Escoffier. You know 
did you ever talk to him about Escoffier or . .. .. ? 
224 .BK: No, no. Just in passing Escoffier was not straight up . My comment about Escoffier, I 
read Escoffier's book 'Guide to Modern Cookery '. In my view you could never run a kitchen on 
Escoffier's books, never because you'd be running a kitchen at a loss because his cooking is so 
refined, so expensive that you just couldn't run an operation nowadays on his book. While he 
gave, he uplifted chefs in his day that was his purpose. He was a smallish man. He wasn't a big 
tall man Escoffier, a smallish man. Now this came where he was in the Savoy for a while, a 
smallish man but he had a great brain, he had a great food brain and anything he ever of a Melba 
nature that's where that came after Madame Melba, that's where the peach snap came from you 
know or anything of a melba nature. I heard he was not a good range cook but he could figure two 
and two together and get it right. He had a lot of people under him which could test and taste and 
get the thing right. So that's how he had a good brain to be able to write books and things like that 
and he liked the modem cookery: He got a lot of his stuff through probing and talking to people 
you know. At that particular time in the 1920s he was known as the king of chefs, he was 
classified as the king of chefs. 
225.MM: And the chefofkings (laugh). 
226 .BK: And the chefofkings, yeah just to let you know. 
227 .MM: Just talking about the fact you know you worked directly under one of his assistants and 
did his assistant run like you had said that the Savoy was very professionally run but would there 
be any messing, or shouting or throwing? 
228.BK: The only people who were shouting, when shouting went on was in the kitchen was in the 
ordering part at the time. Normally there was a certain amount of noise but there wouldn't be 
shouting or roaring at each other. They'd be talking but once the serve started you kept your 
mouth shut and you listened and if you missed an order then you were in trouble. You'd always 
answer 'oui' or 'okay' you know. Yes. You had answer immediately when the order came in so 
you carried the order in your mind you know. That's the way it was. 
229 .MM: And was there much like, if you missed an order would you get a clout? 
230.BK: No you wouldn't although I must say that Albon was a tough chef you know. I can say 
he made me cry one time in the kitchen but of course I couldn't, I just had to stick it. You know 
we used to get, we had to keep ourselves clean and we got an apron and we got a hat you know, a 
necktie you know but the rest we provided ourselves, our coats. They didn't give us the coats. It 
was only when we went to America that I was supplied with coats every day. 
23l.MM: Right yeah so .... 
232 .BK: One a day. 
233 .MM: And they did the laundry in America? 
234.BK: You just put your name on it and it went into a pile and it came back say maybe a 
Thursday or a Wednesday. 
235 .MM: But that was in America but before that you had to do all the laundry yourself in England 
and in Ireland before that. 
236.BK: For instance when I was a chef of the Royal Marine the lads were still young commis, the 
lads were up from the country and that and it was hard having to pay for their outfits so one of the 
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stipulations of taking the job is that their laundry would be done for them and that was agreed that 
their laundry would be paid for and that was a great help to them. That gave the youngsters a 
boost. They didn't have to pay for their laundry, they just sent them out. That was one of my 
stipulations taking the job. My other stipulation, Mairtin, was that I was the chef of the kitchen, I 
was the person that was running the kitchen, nobody else. I would consult with the manager but I 
ran the kitchen and I left them see that I was the boss of the kitchen you know what I mean. I 
wasn't a puppet on a string for some of the managers. I did the talking in the kitchen. If you want 
to talk to me you talk to me in your office. That was my policy as a chef because I thought it 
worked the best that way. It showed them to have respect for you. That's my point. 
237 .MM: In the Intercontinental did you have to do, did people have to do their own laundry in the 
Intercon? 
238 .BK: Oh no we were supplied there. But then again, quite frankly, from one chef to another, 
some of them abused the laundry, nicking stuff. I knew they were doing it but what can you say. 
Well it wasn't fair. They were b"eing supplied but they went further than that you know what I 
mean. 
239 .MM: You probably would have seen a fair bit of that as well with I remember you made the 
point that there was a very good system in the Savoy, that everything was counted, every chicken 
that came up and the whole thing, that there was a very good stock control system. You know .... 
240.BK: The stock control system was very, very important in the Savoy. You could tell how 
many portions of chicken you sold and how many portions of veal you sold, how many steaks you 
sold, what steaks, how much you sold you know. That all went down the book and they checked 
that afterwards because there was such a combination of people around, you know what I mean, 
considering that all these men had to be paid. The reason I left the Savoy was that I applied for 
money and I didn't get it so I just said to hell with this. I don't know, I felt I wanted to get home 
and see the family and that. Both of my brothers were head waiters. You probably don't know 
this. 
24l.MM: No. 
242 .BK: Both of my brothers were head waiters. My eldest brother died at very young man, Lord 
have mercy on him, of a heart-attack but he was the only waiter in Dublin ever for a room to be 
named after him by PV Doyle and that was in the Montrose Hotel called the Robert Room. His 
name was Robert and he called it after him. 'The Robert Room' . 
243.MM: So he worked for PV. 
244.BK: He worked for PV. He liked PV? 
245.MM: I'm trying to figure out when the change happened. I've talked to a few people and you 
know there was talk of dress dances but you know for years only the rich would eat out or would 
go into a hotel even or a restaurant. When did that change happen where the normal man? 
246.BK: After the war, because you know war creates destruction. Destruction creates 
construction. Construction creates production, production creates friction and fiiction causes war. 
The thing goes round in a cycle. Do you get my point? 
247.MM: Yeah, yeah. 
248.BK: That's how things work. Now after destruction you have construction, that brings 
business. Construction brings production and production brings money or friction. Friction 
creates war just like in Iraq. That's just the simplest explanation. 
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249.MM: But after the war there was with the construction of stuff there was more money and 
people started ... . The normal man started to earn a bit more, things changed? 
250.BK: They did. But slightly only changed because during war years there was a terrible lot of 
Irish people emigrated to Australia, to England, England particularly during the war because you 
couldn't get anywhere else and to America they went. And even after the war even to the 1950s, I 
remember they went in their droves to America and Australia, mostly Australia and America. 
Very few started to go to England because there was quite an enormous amount oflrish already in 
England working on the railroads and what have you. But always when you have this affluency, 
it's called 'affluency', like we have the Celtic Tiger. Now friction is setting in, markets are 
sealing up, money can't, its nearly exploding. People are tightening their belts but as you say 
before the early part of the war Ireland was controlled basically by a gentry, snobbish lot of people 
and that's who controlled that and kept it as such. Incidentally the Shelbourne Hotel originally 
was bought, the man who owned Jury's, his name was Jury and he started up Jury's Hotel in 
College Green. And after making, he used to, a lot of people coming from the country, travellers 
and that, commercial travellers and he did great business in Jury's of College Green. And with 
that the Shelboume went up for sale and with that he bought the Shelboume Hotel. Now the 
family moved away from the Jury's in College Green, sold Jury's College Green to pay for the 
Shelboume because they were upper echelon of society was dining and wining in the Shelbourne. 
Then it became the place for what they referred to, what I won't say the gentry and rich people. 
251.The cooking, when I went there, there was a Swiss then, nice poor old devil, but again life caught 
him. He was a Swiss called Valkin, Albert Valkin. Nice man. I suppose his wife is still alive but 
she is a very old woman if she is still alive. But he hit the bottle and then he started backing 
horses and you know. Otherwise he was a nice fellow. The Shelboume needed a kick in the 
pants, it still does in my view. But as I say, I support the fact that you shouldn't roar at lads in the 
kitchen because you create an animosity between you and them and if you say to a fellow 'you 
little . . . .' you know what I mean, that doesn't help. If you have a kitchen porter and you wash his 
pots your respect him as much as you respect the second chef You put a gentlemanly bearing 
onto him as much as you'd put to the second chef You don't say wash that 'so and so' pot. That 
doesn't come out of your mouth. Would you please wash that pot. You'd give him a status that 
he's doing you a job, that he's doing a good job but using the expression that you're here for to do 
that and do it. You know what I mean, that type of thing. Do you get my point? 
252 .MM: Yes, and I fully agree with you. A pity there's not more of it out there, unfortunately. 
You know what I mean and I think its getting there. I was looking at PV Doyle there and I 
remember talking to a fellow and he said to me that PV Doyle brought in the idea of the American 
diner when he brought in sort of the coffee dock or this idea. I suppose he was the Montrose. 
253 .BK: The Montrose he started. The South County. 
254.MM: And the South County originally and then he sold the South County. 
255.BK: He was a very shrewd operator. Like he put the South County in his wife's name and 
then he opened the Montrose as a second hotel. He spent most of his time going around the hotels, 
he kept an eye on things you know. If you were doing a good job for PV he recognised that you 
know. My brother died, and at his funeral PV and his wife was at the funeral for my brother. He 
just came along to me and sympathised with me and he knew me when I was the chef at the 
Airport Hotel. He was at a couple of functions there. He said 'ifl had three or four men like him, 
I'd never have to worry about my business' and that was a great compliment to him. So 
afterwards he named the room after him because he brought business because of his personality. 
He was the head waiter at that time. 
256.MM: What age was he when he died? 
257 .BK: Fifty. 
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258.MM: But he worked for PV all along? 
259 .BK: No, he worked in the Gresham, he worked in the Royal Hibernian and that and he started 
off in the Gresham as a young man. He was a very suave, very clean, very honest fellow. We 
brought up that way to be honest with people you know. My other brother then he was in Aer 
Lingus all his life and he became head waiter of the Collar of Gold in Dublin Airport. My other 
brother, my younger brother. So anyway when that closed up he went on to a kind of inspecting 
foods coming on to the planes, quality control, that's what he was . So he ended up at that. 
260.MM: So what did your father do? 
261 .BK: My father was an office man all his life. He was in an office all his life. Yeah, my father 
was an office man all his life. 
262.MM: But three of you went into the catering. How many was in the family? I know there was, 
sort of two families as such. 
263 .BK: Yeah, yeah, three of us went into the catering business. The other boys, one became a 
lithographic artist, a great artist really. A few of his pictures are over here. Then the other lad, a 
younger lad joined the American army and became a sergeant but he's in America anyway. The 
youngest. So that' s the family really. No sisters although my mother, Lord have mercy on her, 
she died on a set of twins. My father I would consider had a tough life, he was a reasonably young 
man. But I applied, when I took over as a head chef I applied that, I didn ' t start shouting and 
roaring at fellows you know 'eff'n this and 'effn ' that. I didn't apply that at all because I was 
reducing myself and not alone was I doing that but I was reducing the young men under me or the 
people under me. Even with women, women are much more sensitive to pressure than men are. 
They take it another way. 
264.MM: You just reminded me there now when did you see women chefs coming in? When did 
that happen in Ireland? 
265 .BK: Oh I'd say it's not today or yesterday that they carne in. There were some very good 
women cooks in their day. You know I must say .. .. 
266.MM: When you started off would there have been women cooks? 
267.BK: Yeah, they weren't head chefs now but they were good cooks. They worked in kitchens 
you know, like they were quite good cooks. 
268.MM: But was there a difference then? Would they be paid differently then, would they if you 
know what I mean? Like I remember you were saying that you had in one place, in the Dolphin I 
think, you were saying there were maybe six chefs and two women. Would they have been doing 
similar work? 
269 .BK: One of them looked after all the vegetables and she was a powerful vegetable cook. 
Never got a complaint. The other one would look after desserts and that you know. Make tipsy 
cake, was a great favourite that time and it was fast and quick and she'd look after the ice-cream 
and she'd look after all the melbas and everything else like that. But it wasn't like the high, high 
pressurised stuff then. Simple food, good food, rice pudding, tapioca pudding, the puddings. You 
don't see it anymore. I can't understand why they don't make these things. 
270 .MM: Ah they'll be back. 
27l .BK: I can' t understand why they don't bring some of these solid good foods back like 
puddings and things like that, you know. 
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272.MM: They would have always been considered as cooks or would they be considered as 
helpers or what .... What were they considered? Was a chef always a man? 
273.BK: Usually it was a man yeah. I suppose maybe they went out for more in what they called 
like at that time, my young time, although I went to Catha! Brugha Street at the very start the 
training in Catha! Brugha Street wasn't as good then as it is now, not nearly as intensive. I 
remember Mr. Hegarty saying to me, saying to me one day I had class, 'I wouldn't talk to you. 
You know what to do, go ahead and do it' (Laugh) . He knew that he could trust me. 
274.BK: But the women, all women cooks, one of the most, two of the women I worked with 
impressed me very, very much as cooks, you know. One outstanding one I remember, I mean, this 
woman wouldn't go round a mountain, she'd go through it with work. She was from Kerry and 
she was trained in Catha! Brugha Street. Her name was Margaret McGetrick. She's married. She 
worked with me in Irish Life. She was really marvellous at cooking and a marvellous worker, a 
great worker. She I could only describe she'd plough through the mountain, not around it. That's 
how good she was and I always trusted her in her work and the way she did it. There was another 
couple of girls, I can't remember their names now, another good cook there, she died, she left 
because she adopted two little twins and that took up her time. I can't think of her name now, 
Ann. Ann was her name, another very good cook, very, very good cook. Like they don't get the 
recognition they deserve. I mean they're the backbone of a lot of things but they don't get the 
recognition because. . .. This woman fought for the status of a chef because she was doing the 
work of a chef, this Margaret McGetrick but they didn't give us a status of the chef, otherwise 
more money would be involved and with that the girl left. She told me in the end. We remained 
great friends. I have a clock inside given by the staff from Irish Life and she was the person 
responsible for me having that clock today, do you understand me. Just a point really. So anyway 
that's the story. 
When asked what Irish chefs impressed him during his career, he mentioned Karl Uhlemann but 
if focussing on Irish chefs mentioned Willie Johnson in the airport, Bill Ryan, Jim Bowe, John 
Gibbons, John Clancy, Johnny Hayd, Derek McLoughlan, John Linnane, John Coughlan and 
Tony Wallace. 
275.MM: What was the Red Bank like? 
276.BK: It was a very good restaurant. It was very good. There was a French chef in there. He 
not alone ran the .. .. he and the second chef started up the Lord Edward. 
277 .MM: The Lord Edward yeah. 
278.BK: He spoke French fluently from just working with the French man and he worked with this 
French man who was the manager/chef in the Redbank Hotel or the Red Bank Restaurant in 
D'Olier Street. 
279.MM: The Red Bank would it be as good as Jarnrnet's? 
280.BK: It was a very good restaurant. It wouldn't really. It was nearly on par with Jammet's but 
it wasn't just .... Jarnrnet's had the name. Jarnrnet's had the name of a really classy restaurant and 
the cooking was really marvellous and PJ went to teach in Catha! Brugha Street, it was I that went 
into the larder then you know. I used to bone out sirloin, mostly sirloin. We didn't do much 
mostly steaks and then lobster. 
28l.MM: Tell me something, point steak that was quite popular wasn't it in all these places? 
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282.BK: In America they call it the hip. In this country they call it the steak piece but basically as 
a steak it's as good as the sirloin if it's properly looked after. The main shape, it shapes to a point 
and that's why it's called the point and the next steak to that is what's known as the rump steak. 
The other part of it is usually used for stewing. There is kind of a lap on it, a floppy lap and it is 
not really used as a steak, although butchery nowadays will try and use it as a steak. But the point 
and the rump are the two best steaks of that piece. It's the continuation of the sirloin or that's 
what it is actually. 
283 .MM: I was thinking about the Red Bank and that sort of stuff and was there a place called the 
Paradiso on Westmoreland Street? 
284.BK: That's right. 
285 .MM: What was that like? 
286.BK: There was a French man' there. He was a very, very good chef and he originally worked 
in the Royal Hibernian and he married an Irish girl. He was the chef there and when it first 
opened The Paradiso was a very good restaurant. But we time, he changed, he left and the place 
went like that. That's the trouble you know. 
287.MM: Were there any other restaurant that you remember that was really at that level like you 
know what I mean through the years. 
288 .BK: There was a fellow that used to run a restaurant beside the Theatre Royal. You know the 
old Theatre Royal. The Regal Rooms. He was an Italian and he used to do Italian dishes. He was 
a very good chef, very, very good if I could think of his name. Ostinelli, a very oldish man. But 
his sauces were out of this world. Italian sauces. 
289.You see Uhlemann carne from the Regal Rooms which was beside the Theatre Royal. Now the 
Regal Rooms was a very, very good restaurant and Macker was in the Regal Rooms with 
Uhlemann and he came with Uhlemann to the Gresham. As I said to you Macker would fire a pot 
at you just as he'd look at you, you know what I mean. You probably heard the stories. These are 
true stories. Like it was nothing to see a lemon or an orange flying through the air (laugh) and 
somebody would get a crack of it. But thank God that type of kitchen is gone. I know chefs get 
excited and so forth like that but hopefully in my view it has stabilised itself. 
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